Both first-principles molecular dynamics and theoretical X-ray absorption spectroscopy have been used to investigate the aqueous solvation of cations in 0.5 M MgCl 2 , CaCl 2 , and NaCl solutions. We focus here on the species-specific effects that Mg 2+ , Ca
I. Introduction
Metal cations, such as calcium, magnesium, and sodium, play a vital role in many biological systems, including in signal transduction, chemical bond activation, and the immune system, and the chloride anion is relevant in maintaining proper osmotic pressure in the cell 1 and in the biosynthetic pathway of antibiotics. 2 Because of the relevance of metal ions in biology, a number of experimental techniques, including X-ray diffraction (XRD), [3] [4] [5] extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy, 6 and neutron diffraction, 7, 8 have been used to elucidate the coordination of Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ , Na + , and other cations in water. Both XRD 4 and EXAFS results 9 suggest a coordination number between six and eight for Ca 2+ , while Mg 2+ has been shown by XRD to be coordinated octahedrally with six water molecules, 3 and XRD experiments indicate Na + is coordinated by four to six water molecules. 5 Importantly, first-principles molecular dynamics calculations were shown to be necessary in order to recover experimentally observed coordination numbers for Mg 2+ , 10 Ca 2+ , 11 and Na + .
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Classical molecular dynamics simulations with simple force fields tend to overestimate the structure and coordination number for the solvation shell of these ions. 4, 13 A combination of firstprinciples and polarizable continuum modeling has been used in a quasi-chemical theory that identifies the free energy of solvation as a means to determine both ion-dependent and solvent-dependent features of solvation. [14] [15] [16] The exchange rate of water molecules in the first solvation shell of Mg 2+ was measured experimentally to be 5.3 × 10 5 s -1 . 17 First-principles calculations of exchange rates predict no exchange of Mg 2+ first solvation shell water molecules on the time scale of the simulations, 10 while Ca 2+ exchange rates are predicted to be on the order of 3 × 10 11 s -1 . 11 Recently, first-principles molecular dynamics studies of the solvation of calcium 11 and magnesium 10 in water have also demonstrated that these divalent cations significantly affect the local geometry and hydrogen-bonding network of their solvating water molecules. That is, they showed that water molecules in the first solvation shell have a narrowed tilt angle distribution due to the tendency of the water molecules to asymmetrically coordinate the ion through one of the oxygen lone pair orbitals. Conversely, first-principles molecular dynamics indicates that monovalent sodium has a much broader tilt angle distribution. 12 Beyond coordination number and exchange events, it is useful to identify the ways in which the electronic structure of the first solvation shell water molecules are perturbed by the cation. In addition to the computational first-principles molecular dynamics approaches, the experimental technique of core level X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) has been shown to be capable of identifying cation-specific effects in salt solutions. 18 In particular, experimental results have shown that features of the X-ray absorption spectra of monovalent salt solutions are independent of the cation's identity, while there is some species dependence for the divalent cations. 18 The X-ray absorption spectra of these salt solutions show specific enhancements in the pre-edge, main-edge, and post-main-edge peaks with respect to bulk water which, by necessity, must somehow describe the effect that these ions have on the local environment of the water † Massachusetts Institute of Technology. ‡ Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. § Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. | University of California, Davis.
molecules. Theoretical determination of molecular dynamics trajectories and X-ray absorption spectra for these systems can provide a useful link between the features of the spectrum and local properties that include dipoles, ion-water tilt angles, and hydrogen-bonding configuration.
In the following, we calculate theoretical X-ray absorption spectra based upon snapshots taken from equilibrated, firstprinciples molecular dynamics on salt solutions containing the cations Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ , and Na + as well as the counterion Cl -. We provide classification of spectral features based upon both tilt angle and hydrogen-bonding network for the three cations that helps to explain differences in the experimental spectra for these three cations. We also estimate trends in the spectra with concentration by reweighting our theoretical results.
II. Methods
Both first-principles Born-Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) and static calculations for determination of X-ray absorption characteristics were carried out with the PBE generalized gradient approximation. 19 The cubic simulation cell contains either one divalent cation, Ca 2+ or Mg 2+ , or one monovalent cation, Na + (details for Na + in parentheses) and two (one) Cl -anions as counterions as well as 110(52) water molecules, which yields a 0.5 M (0.5 M) concentration in a cell that is 14.91(11.74) Å on each side. The valence electronic wave functions were described in a plane-wave basis that was truncated at 85 Ry, a cutoff commensurate with our use of normconserving, nonlocal pseudopotentials of the Hamann type 20 to represent core electrons. The semicore states, 3p for Ca or 2p for Na and Mg, are also treated as valence electrons. The dynamics simulations, which were carried out using the Qbox code, 21 were performed with a "rigid water model" for Ca and Mg (water in the NaCl simulation was kept flexible) in which the intramolecular geometry of the water molecules is kept fixed. 22 The rigid water model has been shown to have only a minor effect on the first solvation shell around calcium. 11 The elimination of high-frequency ionic motion provides a number of benefits, the most notable of which is allowing for a longer time step of 0.97 fs, while the flexible NaCl simulations were carried out with a 0.48 fs time step. The production runs for the CaCl 2 and MgCl 2 cases were both about 28 ps in length, and they were collected in the NVE ensemble following an initial equilibration at 340 K using velocity rescaling for about 3 ps. The production runs for the NaCl simulations were about 17 ps in length, and they were collected in the NVT ensemble at 400 K. Elevated temperatures were used, particularly for the flexible water simulations, in response to recent work in the literature that indicates flexible water may be overstructured at room temperature (300 K). 23, 24 Both CaCl 2 and MgCl 2 simulations were based upon an initial 1 ns classical molecular dynamics run for NaCl solution with TIP5P water using the Tinker code. 25, 26 The NaCl simulations, which were carried out later, started from configurations generated in previous Na + in water simulations. 12 In order to examine the influence of the cations on the electronic structure of water, a localized molecular orbital analysis was performed by obtaining maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) 27 from 15 snapshots for each cation, 5 of which coincide with those used in X-ray absorption calculations (below).
X-ray absorption spectra were calculated for MgCl 2 , CaCl 2 , and NaCl salt solutions with an approach implemented in the Quantum-Espresso code. 28 Results were obtained from five equally spaced snapshots along the collected molecular dynamics trajectory for each cation. Both first solvation shell waters and randomly selected bulk waters were sampled from each snapshot. In order to model the spectrum of bulk water, six water molecules were randomly selected from each snapshot of each cation where first solvation shell waters were also sampled. A total sample size of 30 bulk water molecules for each different cation simulation is consistent with the sample size chosen in previous work. 29 Following the recent implementation of Prendergast and Galli, 29 the final state of the electronic system is calculated in the presence of the core hole, as modeled by a pseudopotential derived from an oxygen atom with one electron removed from the 1s level, which results from the X-ray excitation. The excited electron resides in the first unoccupied band, and the self-consistent potential is used to generate unoccupied levels which are higher in energy than the first excitation. Each excited oxygen atom corresponding to a water molecule in the first solvation shell in the snapshot was calculated following this recipe, as were the oxygen atoms in six additional randomly distributed bulk water molecules in the snapshot. In order to obtain an averaged X-ray absorption spectrum for the total system, these individual contributions were weighted by their relative concentration in the unit cell. We extrapolate to higher concentrations of salt solution; the number of first shell water molecules was reweighted with respect to bulk water using results from the initial simulation. The matrix elements between the atomic core level and the excited conduction band are computed using a frozen-core approximation. [29] [30] [31] [32] A 2 × 2 × 2 (3 × 3 × 3) k-point mesh was selected for the 110 (52) water cell based upon adequate convergence being obtained with as few as 27 k-points in previous calculations of the X-ray absorption spectra of 32-64 water molecules. 29 The computed spectrum is aligned with an onset energy of 535 eV associated with the lowest computed transition and relative energetic shifts between individual spectra generated following the scheme outlined in Schwartz et al. 33 The computed spectrum is broadened with a Gaussian line shape that has a 0.15 eV standard deviation. Extensions which minimize the computational cost of this approach and also incorporate nuclear motions have been developed more recently and applied to the solvation of small organic molecules in water. 33, 34 
III. Results and Discussion
A. Structure of First Solvation Shells. Previous theoretical 10, 11 and experimental work 18 has suggested that Ca 2+ and Mg
2+
influence the local structure of water in different ways. In agreement with earlier first-principles molecular dynamics results, 10 we observe that Mg 2+ exhibits a rigid first solvation shell with six water molecules in an octahedral arrangement (see Table 1 ). In contrast, Ca 2+ has a somewhat flexible first solvation shell with coordination numbers varying between 6 and 8, which is also in agreement with existing results. 11 The dominant configuration for calcium, or 75.5% in our molecular dynamics simulation, is a 7-fold distorted octahedral arrangement. In contrast to the divalent cations, Na + is coordinated by fewer water molecules (between 4 and 6; see Figure 2 ) but exhibits the floppiest first solvation shell.
We identify the structural properties of the solvation shell of these ions in solution from pair radial distribution functions (RDFs), g R (r), which provide a probability of finding an atom of type at a distance of r from an atom of type R. The radial distribution functions for cation-oxygen and cation-hydrogen atom pairs are shown in Figure 1 . The occupation number in the first solvation shell is determined as the integrated value of g R (r) from 0 to the first minimum in the RDF. The cationoxygen pairs give an average number in the solvation shell of 6 for Mg 2+ , 7.1 for Ca 2+ , and 5.2 for Na + , with a chosen distance for the first minimum of 2.5, 3.1, and 3.1 Å, respectively. The magnesium-oxygen and magnesium-hydrogen RDFs show the strongest order with the most narrow, well-defined first peak and a strong second peak. Sodium-oxygen and sodiumhydrogen RDFs, and to a lesser extent the calcium cases, exhibit a broader first peak that is shifted outward from the Mg-O value by 0.3 Å, a nonzero density between first and second solvation shells, and a poorly defined second peak (see Figure  1 ). The broadening apparent in the first peak of the sodiumhydrogen RDF indicates a decrease in order in the orientations of water molecules as compared to the divalent cation cases; that is, both sodium and calcium exhibit similar M-O peak widths, while the sodium-hydrogen first peak is considerably broadened with respect to that for calcium.
The chloride anion is included directly in the simulation, at variance with previous simulations which included only the cation without a counterion.
10-12 Inclusion of the chloride anion was motivated by the need to compare directly to experimental X-ray absorption spectra. It is not universally agreed upon whether the Cl -ion itself imparts any specific changes to the features of the XAS of different solutions. 18, 35, 36 Our own dynamics calculations indicate that the first solvation shell of Cl -, identified by water molecules with one or more hydrogen oriented toward the anion, is floppy with rapid exchange events. The average coordination number is 5.7, and the overall distribution, primarily with coordination numbers between 4 and 7, is broad ( Figure 2 ). The total simulation time is the limiting factor in equilibrating cation-anion interactions, but, despite the limited statistics in the cation-anion distance distribution, the influence of both cations and anions on the first solvation shell waters may still be probed directly in this work.
B. Influence of Cations on Hydrogen Bond Network.
Commensurate with differing coordination numbers and cationic idenities, we find also underlying differences in the hydrogen bond network for water molecules participating in different solvation shell environments (see Table 1 ). The first solvation shell water molecules of Mg 2+ are primarily (76%) in a double donor (2D) configuration, with the remainder of hydrogen bond configurations being split between single donor (18%; 1D) and double donor with acceptor (6%; 2D+1A). The relatively strong and rigid binding of the water molecules to the Mg 2+ center orients the water molecules in such a way that both hydrogens point outward, available for hydrogen bond donation, but relatively few oxygens are ever accessible to the second shell water molecules as a hydrogen bond acceptor. Furthermore, the relatively ordered movement, or wagging, of the water molecules in the first solvation shell, which was previously observed, 10 explains the prevalence of double donor configurations.
Several hydrogen bond network distributions may be determined for Ca 2+ . Given the low sample size of six-coordinate Ca 2+ in the trajectory and the inclusion of snapshots in which the six-to seven-coordinate transition might be taking place, the two cations in the CN ) 6 configuration are quite similar. As the coordination number (CN) for Ca 2+ increases to seven and eight, a decrease in the number of both single donor and double donor configurations occurs. The double donor plus acceptor configuration weight, however, increases monotonically with increase in coordination number from 5% for CN ) 6 to 16% for CN ) 7 and 21% for CN ) 8. The increased prevalence of 2D+1A configurations is likely due to the longer average Ca 2+ -OH 2 distances observed for the higher coordination number configurations which make the oxygen available as an acceptor for hydrogen bonds from the second solvation shell (see Figure 7) . That is, moving from the highly symmetrical, octahedral arrangement of six-coordinate Ca 2+ to a higher coordination number necessarily induces a longer cation-water bond length in the additional water(s). Simple averaging then would suggest that 14%, or one out of seven, of the CN ) 7 water molecules would be in a 2D+1A configuration, while 25%, or two out of eight, of the CN ) 8 water molecules would be in the same 2D+1A configuration. The actual observed values are consistent with this rough approximation and also apparently justify the relatively low number of 2D+1A configurations in six-coordinate divalent cations.
The hydrogen bond configuration distribution of first-shell water molecules around Na + is distinct from those for the divalent cations. The variable coordination number of Na + between four and six (CN ) 4: 15%, CN ) 5: 58%, CN ) 6: 27%, remaining 2% from CN ) 3 and CN ) 7 configurations) gives rise to a high number of double donor plus acceptor configurations. Despite a 33% abundance of 2D+1A configurations, there is also a strong contribution from single donor, single acceptor (1D+1A) configurations (32%). The dominant configurations for the divalent cations, single donor or double donor, contribute much less here at about 15% each. As will be discussed in the following section, the reduced presence of donor hydrogen bonds and higher numbers of acceptor hydrogen bonds (see Figure 7 ) results in an enhanced pre-edge peak for sodium, essentially corresponding to the water molecules here being similar to a water molecule in the gas phase.
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C. Correlation of Hydrogen Bonds and XAS. Following previous work, one can expect a correlation between the hydrogen-bonding network for each water molecule in the first solvation shell of cations and the resulting X-ray absorption spectrum. 18 Our own theoretical measurements of the X-ray absorption spectrum of water molecules in various hydrogenbonding configurations (Figure 3 ) confirm this hypothesis. Single donor configurations, which are most like that of an isolated gas phase water molecule, exhibit an enhanced pre-edge feature at around 535 eV with respect to other configuration types. Similarly, the main edge features around 537-538 eV are overall shifted to lower energies and exhibit a narrower energy bandwidth. In contrast, the double donor configurations exhibit a significantly smaller pre-edge feature, a slightly higher energy onset for the edge, and a slower decrease in intensity for the post-edge. Most interestingly for the Ca 2+ simulations, the double donor plus acceptor configurations exhibit some of the features of the single donor casesan enhancement of the preedge feature and a first peak which has a maximum at energies close to that for the single donorsbut also exhibit a secondary feature in post-edge energies around 540-541 eV. This second peak for the double donor plus acceptor configuration is nearly of the same height as the first main edge peak. The differences in the double donor plus acceptor configuration at low energies are likely due to a lower strength of the donor hydrogen bonds, while the high energy feature is likely a feature associated with the acceptor hydrogen bonding. Since the calcium cation simulations have significant populations of double donor plus acceptor configurations, the overall CaCl 2 XAS results could potentially exhibit features similar to that of the 2D+1A configurations. On the other hand, MgCl 2 solutions exhibit a dominantly double donor configuration in the first solvation shell, and the double-donor-like features of a strong main-edge peak and decreased pre-edge peak are likely to dominate. NaCl solutions, also considered here, are less dominated by a single hydrogen-bonding configuration, but these simulations are expected to produce an enhanced pre-edge peak.
In order to compare with experimental X-ray absorption spectra on the MgCl 2 , CaCl 2 , and NaCl solutions, we computed the spectrum about an oxygen in one of three categories: first solvation shell water around the cation, first solvation shell water around an anion, and randomly selected bulk water not in the first solvation shell of cations or anions. For the first solvation shell of the cation or the anion, we computed the spectrum for all water molecules, while for the bulk case six water molecules were selected at random in each snapshot. We then repeated the calculation for a total of five snapshots for each simulation. The role of the anion is not discussed in depth here because of the high disorder and rapid exchange we observe around the anion, which is likely to result in chloride solvation shell water molecules exhibiting bulk-water-like spectral features. 35, 36 Nevertheless, in general, the chloride ion has enhanced pre-edge and main-edge features with a slight decline at postedge, with respect to bulk water.
In our simulated X-ray absorption spectra, we consider 0.5 M (the concentration of the molecular dynamics unit cell), 2.0 M, and 4.0 M solutions. For the 0.5 M concentration, we reweighted our spectra from the three categories, bulk, cation water molecules, and anion water molecules, with their approximate population in the cell, or 94, 6, and 10 in the case of MgCl 2 . In order to approximate higher concentrations, the 2.0 and 4.0 M spectra were generated by multiplying the cation and anion contributions by four and eight, respectively, while reweighting the bulk water molecule contribution. This procedure was also repeated for the other cations. The highest concentration, 4.0 M, corresponds to overlapping of the cation and anion solvation shells, and the calculated spectrum therefore neglects effects on the local structure which might be induced at higher concentrations. The lowest concentration, 0.5 M MgCl 2 , is virtually indistinguishable from the bulk spectrum (see Figure 4 ) even when one zooms in on the main-edge features where the greatest variation is likely to occur (see inset of Figure 4 ). However, this result is not surprising since the weight of the solvation shell water molecules at this concentration is only 5% and few features are observed at this concentration experimentally. 37 The apparent overall trend with respect to increasing concentrations at 2.0 and 4.0 M MgCl 2 is an enhancement of the main-edge 538 eV peak and a slight decrease in intensity at the post-edge. Such results are in qualitative agreement with the experimental results of Cappa et al., 18 but since we neglect effects of forming contact ion pairs, we do not capture an apparent greater than linear order enhancement in the main edge feature observed in their experiments.
Following confirmation of our ability to theoretically identify the major features of the MgCl 2 solution, we wish to determine whether or not we also observe the enhancement of post-edge features in CaCl 2 solution. The approximate X-ray absorption spectra for 0.5, 2.0, and 4.0 M CaCl 2 solutions were calculated in a manner equivalent to that which was previously described for MgCl 2 . As was observed previously, the 0.5 M concentration indicated only slight enhancement at main-edge and post-edge features (see Figure 5) . For increasing concentrations, we observe enhancement of main-edge 537-538 eV features much like in MgCl 2 ; however, we also observe an enhancement which is about one-half as large in magnitude nearer to post-edge features at 539-540 eV. This new feature is likely derived nearly exclusively from 2D+1A configurations which are present in much greater concentration in the loosely solvated Ca 2+ than in the more rigidly solvated Mg 2+ . These results suggest that relative strengths of main-edge and postedge enhancement in salt solutions could be used to predict the relative weight of differing hydrogen-bonding configuration types.
D. Comparisons of XAS and Structure for Monovalent and Divalent Cations.
It is at first surprising that the experimental spectrum of monovalent sodium and divalent magnesium solutions are so similar since the structure of their solvation shells is very dissimilar. 18 Even more surprising is that these two spectra exhibit strong similarities while clear discernible differences are present in the relatively similar divalent cases, calcium and magnesium. The solvated magnesium ion exhibits a very rigid solvation shell with a first peak in its radial distribution function (RDF) around 2.1 Å (see Figure 1) , a coordination number of six, and no exchange events between water molecules occurring on the time scale accessible by firstprinciples simulation.
17 Solvated sodium ion, on the other hand, has a first RDF peak at 2.4 Å, an average coordination number of 5.2, and frequent exchange events. Our own theoretical spectra of varying concentrations (0.5, 2.0, and 4.0 M) of NaCl appear to exhibit similar features to that for MgCl 2 solutions. In particular, there is an enhancement of the pre-edge and mainedge peaks followed by a significant decline in intensity for post-main-edge features. Nevertheless, the strong similarity of both theoretical and experimental XAS for these fairly dissimilar cations indicates that disparate electronic and structural features can yield features in similar energy windows.
While differences for the divalent cations appear to be driven by differences in the hydrogen-bonding network for firstsolvation shell water molecules, we considered also the case of monovalent cations, namely sodium. Sodium, like calcium, has a relatively floppy first solvation shell, and therefore might be expected to have a significant population of 2D+1A water molecules. However, solutions of sodium chloride have experimentally 18 ,38 been shown to not exhibit enhancement of the post-main-edge peak which we previously attributed to this 2D+1A hydrogen-bonding configuration. We previously showed that the distribution of hydrogen-bonding types around sodium is significantly different than the distribution around calcium or magnesium. Now, we will consider in further detail the structural properties that distinguish monovalent and divalent cations.
It is important to identify and decouple the roles that hydrogen bond network and coordination might play in differences between Ca 2+ , Mg 2+ , and Na + spectra. We achieve this by determining radial distribution functions (RDFs) and the average number of hydrogen bonds for Ca 2+ in a six-coordinate geometry and compare the results to those obtained for Mg 2+ (see Figure  7) . We observe a relative absence of acceptor bonds corresponding to the nonzero regions of the first RDF peak for both six-coordinated species, while the contribution from acceptor bonds in the nonzero region of the broader first peak of the total Ca 2+ simulation is apparent. That is, while the relative position of water molecules solvating Ca 2+ is pushed out with respect to Mg 2+ , the six-coordinated cations look virtually identical otherwise. Therefore, one would expect that enhancement of the post-edge peak might occur in the X-ray absorption spectra of divalent cations which exhibit coordination numbers and exchange rates similar to Ca 2+ . Next, comparing to the monovalent Na + , we see that the acceptor bond concentration is nearly as high as the donor bond concentration even in the first solvation shell. For shorter ion-oxygen distances comparable in the averaged Ca 2+ and Na + simulations, the acceptor bond concentration is much higher in the sodium case. The higher number of acceptor bonds in sodium indicates less ordered orientation of the water molecules in the sodium first hydration shell because the outward orientation of hydrogens in magnesium and calcium simulations results in very low acceptor bond concentrations. Therefore, the presence of both donor and acceptor bonds in the first solvation shell water molecules is not alone enough to result in post-main-edge peak enhancement.
Sodium does differ from calcium and magnesium in that it has a very broad tilt angle distribution peaked at around 120°, while the two divalent cations have significantly narrower distributions peaked around 160°(see Figure 8) . We considered absorption spectra of individual water molecules derived from two extrema for these simulations: large tilt angles close to or greater than 160°and smaller tilt angles around 120°or less. The effect of tilt angle on X-ray absorption spectral features has been previously considered in model systems of water-water interactions 39 and in ion-water 'dimers'. 18 In both cases, some shift of the spectral features toward higher energies occurred for larger tilt angle values. In our work, the water molecules with larger tilt angle orientations to calcium contribute predominantly to the postmain-edge peak, while the geometries with smaller angles show more pre-edge and main edge contributions. For sodium, on the other hand, we see at large tilt angles a very broad contribution across main-edge and postmain-edge peaks and a significant pre-edge peak, while the smaller angles show a considerably narrower main-edge peak. This result shows that the enhancement of the postmain-edge peak in calcium chloride solutions comes from a few related sources. First, the divalent cations tend to orient a single lone pair toward the ion, 10,11 resulting in a well-defined distribution of tilt angles, while the monovalent cations exhibit a much broader tilt angle distribution. Second, this narrow tilt angle distribution for divalent cations means that the water molecules around calcium spend a significant amount of time in geometric configurations that lend themselves toward specific types of double donor or double donor plus acceptor hydrogen bonding. Finally, the calcium simulations have considerably larger population density at these large tilt angles that contribute to the post-main-edge peak, while, even if the sodium solvation shell water molecules showed a large and well-defined postmain-edge peak at larger tilt angles, they would not contribute significantly to the overall spectrum when averaged over the broad tilt angle distribution.
In the following, we consider the influence that each cation might have on the electronic structure of the solvating water molecules. Maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) can be used to determine the extent to which the cation perturbs each oxygen's molecular orbitals. The distribution of the MLWFs associated with each oxygen of the first solvation shell water molecules is plotted in Figure 10 . The portion of the distribution corresponding to shorter distances (0.25-0.35 Å) is derived from oxygen's lone pair orbitals. The longer distance (0.45-0.55 Å) peak is derived from the Wannier centers on the O-H bond. We observe a clear double-peaked character to the Mg 2+ simulation results, in agreement with previous simulations that also showed that bulk water would have a broad featureless distribution. 11 From Mg 2+ to Ca 2+ , we observe a narrowing in the separation of the two peaks, originally at 0.30 and 0.34 Å, to 0.30 and 0.32 Å. The sodium simulation exhibits a broad peak centered around 0.32 Å, but it lacks significant separation between the two peaks observed in the Mg 2+ and Figure 6 . X-ray absorption spectra of several concentrations (0.5, 2.0, 4.0 M) NaCl solution referenced against both bulk water and a spectrum composed only of water molecules in the first solvation shell of Na + (denoted "1st SS"). The 0.5 M concentration reflects that of the simulation, while the higher concentrations were obtained by reweighting the percentage of first-shell and bulk water molecules in the spectrum.
Figure 7.
Comparison of hydrogen-bonding (total, solid black; donor, dot-dashed red; acceptor, dashed green)as a function of distance from the cation overlaid with the relevant radial distribution function (dotted, blue). The top graph depicts Mg, which is always six-coordinate, the second graph depicts Ca in a coordination environment of six water molecules, the third graph shows the overall results from a simulation of Ca with an average coordination number of 7.1, and the bottom graph shows the results from a simulation of Na. Ca 2+ simulations. The bimodal distribution for the oxygen-MLWF center RDFs corresponds to a perturbation of the oxygen lone pair orbital oriented directly toward the cation with respect to that lone pair orbital not oriented toward the cation. Therefore, the trend of decreasing separation of these two peaks from Mg to Ca to Na represent a weakening of the effect that the cation has on the electronic structure, though not necessarily the geometric structure, of surrounding water molecules.
Cappa et al. have recently argued 18 that, since monovalent cations all exhibit nearly identical spectral features, the source of these features must be from the counterions. They further suggested that the perturbation of unoccupied oxygen orbitals by the ions is the greatest source of influence on the spectrum and that the anions should have the greatest effect on these orbitals. However, if the Cl -contribution to the features of the experimental XAS is the most significant, then this effect should be doubly large in the divalent cations where the anions outnumber the cations 2 to 1. Nevertheless, earlier results, also from Cappa et al., compared 4 M HCl and NaCl solutions and found the HCl spectrum to be very similar to that for bulk water and dissimilar from that of NaCl. 36 The authors suggested that the effects of H + and Cl -roughly counteracted each other, yielding spectroscopic features very much like those of bulk water. However, other studies have suggested 35 that the cations contribute more significantly to the features of the X-ray absorption spectrum because they more directly interact with the oxygens of water. Our own results suggest that the influence of Cl -on the molecular orbitals of first solvation shell oxygen atoms is very small (see Figure 10) . Therefore, we expect the influence of cations to outweigh anions in the X-ray absorption spectrum of salt solutions.
IV. Conclusions
We have presented the first-principles molecular dynamics and theoretical X-ray absorption spectra of CaCl 2 , MgCl 2 , and NaCl solutions. Our findings help to explain several previously experimentally observed trends in the spectra of these solutions. 18 First, we found that, among the divalent cations, the more rigid magnesium solvation shell prevented water molecules from forming the acceptor hydrogen bonds which were responsible for enhancement of this feature in calcium simulations. Further, we also provided a consistent comparison of oxygen-MLWF center radial distribution functions for the first solvation shell water molecules around Mg 2+ , Ca 2+ , and Na + , which showed that the perturbation of lone pair oxygen orbitals was greatest for Mg 2+ and smallest for Na + . We observed that, for the monovalent sodium case, the very loose solvation shell here also resulted in a larger number of solvation shell water molecules participating in acceptor hydrogen bonds. However, the broad tilt angle distribution in this monovalent cation with respect to the strongly peaked tilt angle distribution in the divalent cations explains why the enhanced presence of acceptor hydrogen bonds does not produce a strong feature at the postmain-edge peak. In fact, comparison of the spectra of small tilt angle water molecules with larger tilt angle water molecules showed that the low tilt angle molecules contribute more to the pre-edge and main-edge peaks, while the large angle molecules contribute uniquely to the post-main-edge peak. We not only observed a broad post-main-edge peak in sodium at large angles, but we also noted that the distribution in sodium was heavily weighted toward these lower angles, or the opposite of the case for calcium. The X-ray absorption spectra of sodium and magnesium solutions, therefore, appear very similar, but firstprinciples results show that these spectroscopic features arise for very different reasons. 
